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Abstract

SENSING  THE  STOCHASTIC  LASER  PULSE  STRUCTURE  AND  CHAOTIC  AND
PHOTON-CORRELATION  EFFECTS  IN  THE  NON-LINEAR  MULTI-PHOTON  ATOMIC

DYNAMICS  IN  LASER  AND  DC  ELECTRIC  FIELD

A. V. Glushkov, G. P. Prepelitsa and A. A. Svinarenko

A new method for sensing a structure of the stochastic, multi-mode laser pulse field and
photon-correlation, chaotic features of atomic and nano-optical systems in this field is developed
and a dynamics of multi-photon ionization in intense field is studied. As a basis for developing a
new method for sensing stochasticity and chaotic features we use new quantum approach to
calculation of the multi-photon resonances spectra characteristics for atomic systems in a
stochastic laser field and the same field plus DC electric field. Some numerical illustrations
regarding the multi-photon resonance spectra and stochasticity sensing for a number of atomic
systems are presented.
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Анотація

ДЕТЕКТУВАННЯ  СТРУКТУРИ  СТОХАСТИЧНОГО  ЛАЗЕРНОГО  ІМПУЛЬСУ
І  ХАОТИЧНИХ,  ФОТОН-КОРЕЛЯЦІЙНИХ  ЕФЕКТІВ  В  НЕЛІНІЙНІЙ

БАГАТОФОТОННІЙ  АТОМНІЙ  ДИНАМИЦІ  У ЛАЗЕРНОМУ  Й  СТАЛОМУ
ЕЛЕКТРИЧНОМУ  ПОЛЯХ

О. В. Глушков, Г. П. Препелица, A. A. Свинаренко

Розвинуто новий метод детекування структури стохастичних багатоомодових лазерних
імпульсів і хаотичних, фотон-кореляційних ефектів для атомних і нано-оптичних систем в
полі лазерного імпульсу. Вивчається динаміка багатофотонної іонізації в інтенсивних по-
лях. В якості теоретичної основи нового методу детектування використано новий кванто-
вий підхід до обчислення характеристик спектра багатофотонних резонансів для атомних
систем у стохастичному лазерному полі й сталому електричному полі. Для ряда атомних
систем наведені чисельні приклади обчислення спектру, характеристик багатофотонних
резонансів і детектування стохастичності у системі.

Ключові слова: структура лазерного імпульсу, стохастичність, детектування, атомна
система, стохастичне лазерне і електричне поле
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1. Introduction

In last years a phenomenon of dynamical chaos
attracts a great interest as a manifestation of this ef-
fect in photo-optical systems may in a significant
degree change a functional regime (c.f.[1-20]). Cited
effect is usually observed in the physical systems
and related to a type of non-linear effects. As a rule,
dynamical chaos is manifested in the quantum sys-
tems, which are not linear in a classic limit. Above
especially effective manifestations of this effect in
the quantum systems one could mention systems
which interact with external, time dependent, for ex-
ample laser, field. The dynamical chaos features are
discovered near boundary of the discrete spectra and
continuum [1-3].

It has been discovered that dynamics of atomic
and molecular, cluster and nano-optical systems in a
laser field has features of the random, stochastic
kind and its realization does not require the specific
conditions. The importance of studying a phenome-
non of stochasticity or quantum chaos in dynamical
systems in laser field is provided by a whole number
of technical applications, including a necessity of
understanding chaotic features in a work of different
electronic devices and systems. An actual problem is
sensing the structure of the non-coherent multi-
mode laser pulse field. Another important topic is a
problem of governing and control of non-linear
processes in a stochastic, multi-mode laser field [3-
6]. The principal aim of quantum coherent control is

to steer a quantum system towards a desired final
state through interaction with light while simultane-
ously inhibiting paths leading to undesirable out-
comes. This type of quantum interference is inherent
in non-linear multi photon processes. Controlling
mechanisms have been proposed and demonstrated
for atomic and solid-state systems. Recently experi-
mental work of Dudovich etal tests the effect of
pulse-shaping on transient populations of the excited
Rb atoms. Gibson performs calculations for three-
level systems and 1D model of a two-electron mole-
cule [4-6]. Transitions to excited state occur via a
12-photon interaction for an 800 nm intense pulse of
length 244 au, or just over 2 cycles. Theoretical stud-
ies of the laser-atom non-linear interactions are usu-
ally based on solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation or using the time-independent
Floquet formalism. In [6] authors extended the non-
Hermitian multi-state Floquet dynamics approach of
Day et al to treat one-electron atomic system to the
case of general multi-electron ones. The result is a
generalization of the R-matrix Floquet theory, de-
veloped by Burke et al, that allows for pulse shape
effects whilst retaining the ab initio treatment of de-
tailed electron correlation. At the same time a prob-
lem of correct description of the non-linear atomic
dynamics in a stochastic, multi-mode laser field is
quite far from the final solution. It requires develop-
ing principally new approaches to description of
multi-photon dynamics and new scheme for sensing
the stochasticity and photon-correlation effects.

Аннотация

ДЕТЕКТИРОВАНИЕ  СТРУКТУРЫ  СТОХАСТИЧЕСКОГО  ЛАЗЕРНОГО  ИМПУЛЬСА
И  ХАОТИЧЕСКИХ,  ФОТОН-КОРРЕЛЯЦИОННЫХ  ЭФФЕКТОВ  В  НЕЛИНЕЙНОЙ
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ЭЛЕКТРИЧЕСКОМ  ПОЛЯХ

А. В. Глушков, Г. П. Препелица, A. A. Свинаренко

Развит новый метод детектирования структуры стохастических многомодовых лазер-
ных импульсов и хаотических, фотон-корреляционных эффектов для атомных и нано-оп-
тических систем в поле лазерного импульса. Изучается динамика многофотонной иониза-
ции в интенсивных полях. В качестве теоретической основы нового метода детектирова-
ния используется новый квантовый подход к вычислению характеристик спектра много-
фотонных резонансов для атомных систем в стохастическом лазерном поле и постоянном
электрическом поле. Для ряда атомных систем приведены численные примеры вычисле-
ния спектра, характеристик многофотонных резонансов и детектирования стохастичнос-
ти в системе.
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Here we develop a new method for sensing a struc-
ture of the stochastic, multi-mode laser pulse and
chaotic, photon-correlation effects in the atomic,
nano-optical systems in a laser and also laser and DC
electric field. The results of studying multi-photon
ionization dynamics in external field are presented.
As a basis for developing a new method for sensing
stochasticity and photon-correlation features we use
new quantum approach to calculating the multi-pho-
ton resonances spectra characteristics for atomic
systems in a stochastic laser field and also DC elec-
tric and laser field.

2. Structure of the multi-mode laser pulse.
S-matrix energy approach to atomic system
in the stochastic multi-mode laser field and DC
electric filed

As it is well known, for a laser with more than
one longitudinal mode, mode beating gives rise to
intensity fluctuations within the laser pulse [9,11].
The beat frequencies for n modes range up to
nc/2L=B, where L is the optical length of the laser
oscillator. A detailed analysis of the mode structure
of the typical dye laser [9] shows that it has about 15
modes, separated by 1 GHz with a Gaussian ampli-
tude distribution. Classically , the field can be writ-
ten as follows:

E(t)=ε(t)e-iωt + c.c., (1)

where

ε(t)= ( )0.5 ( ) i ii t
i

i

a t e ω φ− ∆ +∑
Each mode has amplitude a

i
 containing a gaus-

sian time envelope, a frequency detuning ∆ω
i
 from

the central laser frequency and phase φ
i
. As experi-

mental study [9,11] of described laser pulse showed
that there is no evidence of phase coherence in the
temporal behaviour of the laser pulse and thus it is
usually assumed that the modes have random phas-
es. Further to make sensing a stochastic structure of
the multi-mode laser pulse it is possible to consider
an interaction “atomic system – stochastic multi-
mode laser pulse” (or system “an atom-laser pulse-
DC electric field”). Below it will be shown that this
interaction is characterized by availability of the
specific chaotic, photon-correlation effects. New
theoretical scheme for sensing stochasticity and
photon-correlation features is based on the S-matrix
energy approach [13-18] to calculating the multi-
photon resonances spectra characteristics for atomic

systems in a stochastic laser field and also DC elec-
tric and laser field. Note that the last case is at first
considered in this paper.

Let us present the corresponding theoretical
scheme. Following to ref. [13-18], we describe the
interaction of atom with the realistic laser field not
by means the separated atomic levels shifts and by
another set of characteristics, which are directly ob-
served in the experiment. We are studying the radia-
tion emission and absorption lines. Its position and
shape fully determine the spectroscopy of atom in
the field. It is natural to describe these lines by there
moments of different orders µ

n
 . The moments µ

n
 are

strongly dependent upon the laser pulse quality: in-
tensity and the mode constitution. In particular, the
k-photon absorption line center shift in the transition
α→p can not be obtained from the corresponding
expressions for the «one»-photon absorption by the
change ω

0
→ω

0
/k and introduction of the multiplier

1/k (ω
0
 — the central laser emission frequency). The

difference arises already in the first non-appearing
perturbation theory (PT) order and connects with the
unusual behaviour of the dynamic polarizability of
atom in the resonant range [15,16].

Let us describe the interaction of atom with laser
radiation by means the following potential:

   V(r,t)= V(r) ∫ dω f(ω–ω
0
) cos

n

∞

=−∞
∑ [ω

0
t+ ω

0
 nτ], (2)

where n is the whole number. The potential V repre-
sents the infinite duration of laser pulses with known
frequency τ. Here we consider the effects of interac-
tion of the atom with the single pulse.. The represen-
tation V(rt) as the infinite sequence of pulses is a for-
mal moment connected with the application of the
stationary PT formalism. The function f(ω) is a Fou-
rier component of the laser pulse. The condition
∫dωf2(ω)=1 normalizes potential V(rt) on the definite
energy in a laser pulse. Let us consider the pulse
with Lorentzian shape (coherent 1-mode pulse):
ƒ(ω) = N/(ω2+∆2), Gaussian shape (multi-mode cha-
otic laser pulse): ƒ(ω) = Nexp[ln2(ω2/∆2)], and
soliton-like pulse of the following shape: f(t) =
= N ch-1[t/D]. Besides, in further we will apply the
DC electric field simultaneously with laser pulse.
An availability of the electric field allows to
strengthen the stochastic features in system. The fur-
ther program resulted in the calculating for any
atomic level imaginary part of energy shift Im
Eα (ω

0
) as the function of the laser pulse central fre-

quency. An according function has the shape of the
resonant curve. Each resonance is connected with
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the transition α-p, in which the definite number of
photons are absorbed or radiated. Let us consider
following situation: α-p transition with the absorp-
tion of k photons(α, p-discrete levels). For the reso-
nance which corresponds to this transition , we cal-
culate the following values:

δω(pα|k) = ∫ ′dω Im Eα 
(ω) (ω–ω

pα 
/ k) / N, (3)

µ
m 

= ∫ ′dω Im Eα 
(ω) (ω–ω

pα 
/ k)m / N,

where ∫ ′dω Im Eα 
is the normalizing multiplier; ω

pα
is position of the non-shifted line for atomic transi-
tion α-p, δω(pa|k) is the line shift under k-photon
absorption and ω

pα 
= ω

pα 
+ k⋅δω(pα|k). The first mo-

ments µ
1
, µ

2
 and µ

3 
determine the atomic line center

shift, its dispersion and coefficient of the asymme-
try. To calculate µ

m
, we need to get an expansion of

Eα to PT series: Eα 
= ∑ Eα

(2k) (ω
0
). To get this expan-

sion, we use method, based on the Gell-Mann and
Low adiabatic formula for δEα , proposed in [7,13].
The representation of the S- matrix in the form of PT
series induces the expansion for δEα:

δEα (ω
0
) = 

0
lim
γ →

 γ 
1 2 ... nk k k

a∑ (k
1
, k

2
,...,k

n
), (4)

Iγ 
(k

1
, k

2
,...,k

n
) = 

1j =
∏ Sγ

(kj), (5)

Sγ
(m) = (-1)m 

0

d
−∞
∫ t

1
...

(6)

... 
1mt

d
−

−∞
∫ t

m
 〈Φα | V

1
V

2
... V

m
 | Φα〉,

V
j
 = exp (1H

0
 t

j
) V(rt

j
) exp (-1H

0
 t

j
) exp (γt

j
). (7)

Here H is the atomic hamiltonian, a (k
1
, k

2
,...,k

n
)

are the numerical coefficients. The structure of the
matrix elements Sγ

(m) is in details described in
[15,16]. After sufficiently complicated one can get
the expressions for the line moments. Let us present
results for the Gaussian laser pulse [15,20]:

δω(pα | k) = {π∆ / (k + 1)k} [E(p, ω
pα/k) –

– E(α, ω
pα/k)],

µ
2
 = ∆2/k (8)

µ
3
 = {4π∆3 / [k (k + 1)]} [E(p, ω

pα/k) –
– E(α, ω

pα/k)],

where E(j, ω
pα/k) =

= 0,5 
ip

V∑
jpi

 V
pij

 [
1

/
ijp p kαω ω+  + +

1

/
ijp p kαω ω− ]

The summation in (8) is fulfilled on all states of
atomic system. For the Lorentzian pulse the expres-
sions are given in ref [15]. In a case of the laser pulse
with shape ch-1[t/D] it is necessary to carry out a di-
rect numerical calculation (we did it) or use different
approximations to simplify the expressions. Indeed,
the last procedure may result in a great mistake.
Each term in equations (8) for δω is formally similar
to the known expression for off-resonant shift of
atomic level (p or α) in the monochromatic emission
field with frequency ω

pα /k . However, here these
values have other physical essence. When k → ∞ (an
infinite little laser pulse central frequency) the for-
mula for δE gives the correct expression for energy
level shift in the stationary field. The expressions (8)
for δω and µ

n
 describe the main characteristics of the

absorption line near resonant frequency ω
pα /k. One

can see that these characteristics are determined not
only by the radiation frequency, but also by the
quantiness of the process. For example, the line shift
is proportional 1/(k+I), but no – to value of 1/k, as
one can wait for. Under k=1 there is an additional
non-standard term. Under availability of the addi-
tional DC electric field one must use a basis of the
wave functions of atom, dressed by an external field
(laser one, if this field is more intensive that an elec-
tric one; and other versa, if it is more weak one) in
calculating the corresponding matrix elements. Note
that this is an original moment of this paper. Another
original moment is connected with using the consist-
ent QED gauge invariant procedure for generating
the atomic functions basises (optimized basises)
[13,14]. It will be shown below that this approach
allows getting the results in an excellent agreement
with experiment and they are more precise in com-
parison with analogous data, obtained with using
non-optimized basises. The details of the numerical
procedure are presented in ref. [13-20].

3. Results and discussion

Let us present the results of calculating the multi-
photon resonances spectra characteristics for atomic
systems in a stochastic laser field and also DC elec-
tric and laser field and show the possibilities for
sensing a structure of the stochastic, multi-mode la-
ser pulse and photon-correlation effects for atomic
(and nano-optical) systems in this field. At first we
present the results of the numerical calculation for
the three-photon resonant, four-photon ionization
profile of atomic hydrogen (1s-2p transition; wave-
length =365 nm). In figure 1 we present the shift

A. V. Glushkov, G. P. Prepelitsa and A. A. Svinarenko
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Fig.1. Shift (S) and width (W) of resonant profile as
laser intensity function: experiment — S

3
 , W

3
 (Keller,

Ligare, Brewer); theory of Zoller — S
1
, W

1
 and our re-

sults- S
2
 , W

2
.

S (=δω) and width W of the resonance profile as the
function of the mean laser intensity at the temporal
and spatial center of the UV pulse: experimental data
S

3
 , W

3 
(Kelleher, Ligare and Brewer [9]; multi-

mode Gauss laser pulse with bandwidth 0.25 cm-1;
full width at half of one), theoretical calculation re-
sults on the basis of the stochastic differential equa-
tions method S

1
 and W

1 
by Zoller [10]) and results of

our calculation: S
2
 , W

2. 
At first, one can see the ex-

cellent agreement between the theory and experi-
ment. At second, a comparison of these results with
analogous data for a Lorentzian laser pulse [15]
shows that the corresponding resonance shift ob-
tained with the gaussian pulse is larger the shift, ob-
tained with Lorentzian pulse at ~3 times. This is an
evidence of the photon-correlation effects and sto-
chasticity of the laser pulse. Under availability a
weal DC electric field this relationship is changed.
Further let us consider the numerical calculation re-
sults for three-photon transition 6S-6F in the Cs
atom (wavelength 1,059 µm). The detailed experi-
mental study of the multi-photon processes in Cs
atom has been carried out in ref. [11]. In this paper it
is experimentally studied a statistics of the laser ra-
diation and there are measured the characteristics of
the multi-photon ionization. According to [11], the
lines shift is linear to respect to the laser intensity
(laser intensity is increased from 1,4 to 5,7 10(7)
W/ 2cm ) and is equal (a case of the gaussian multi-
mode laser pulse): δω(pα | k) =bI with b=(5,6+-0,3)
cm-1/GW⋅cm-2 (b is expressed in terms of energy of

the three-photon transition 6S-6F). The correspond-
ing shift obtained with coherent (one-mode) laser
pulse is defined as follows: δω0(pα | k) =aI,
a=2 cm-1/GW⋅cm-2.Theoretical values, received in
ref. [15, 20] with using no-optimized atomic basises,
are as follows: i). for soliton-like laser pulse:
δω(pα | k) =bI, b=6,7 cm-1/GW⋅cm-2; ii). for the
gaussian multi-mode pulse (chaotic light):
δω(pα | k) =bI with b=5,8 cm-1/GW⋅cm-2 ; iii). for the
coherent one-mode pulse: δω0 (pα | k) = aI,
a=2,1 cm-1/GW⋅cm-2.The analogous theoretical val-
ues, received in our calculation within described
above S-matrix formalism, are the following: i). the
gaussian multi-mode pulse (chaotic light) δω(pα | k)
=bI, b=5,63 cm-1/GW⋅cm-2; ii). the coherent one-
mode pulse: δω0(pα |k)=aI, a=2,02 cm-1/GW⋅cm-2;
iii). the soliton-like laser pulse: δω(pα | k) =bI,
b=6,5 cm-1/GW⋅cm-2; One can see that for the with
multi-mode pulse, the radiation line shift is signifi-
cantly larger (in ~ 3 times), then the corresponding
shift, which is obtained for single-mode pulse. One
can see that the radiation line shift is enhanced by
the photon-correlation effects. In fig.2 we present

Fig.2. Resonance width (W) of resonant profile as la-
ser intensity function (see notations in the text)

the results of calculating width for multi-photon res-
onance on transition 6S-6F in spectrum of the caesi-
um Cs atom (wave-length 1.059 µм) in dependence
upon an intensity of laser pulse. The following
notations are used: L1, L2- multi-mode pulse with
line widths 0.03 см-1 and 0.15 см-1 correspondingly
(soliton-like laser pulse); F1- one-mode coherent
Lorentzian pulse; F2 and F3- multi-mode gaussian
pulse with line widths 0.03 см-1 and 0.15 см-1 corre-
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spondingly. One can see that photon-correlation ef-
fects enhance the radiation line shift and it is greater
for stochastic light in comparison with coherent one.
The degree of this enhancement may be considered
as quantitative measure of the stochasticity of the
multi-mode laser pulse and the photon-correlation
effect contribution. An enhancement factor for situa-
tion in fig.2 is equal 4.01 (for the gaussian pulse in
comparison with coherent one) and 4,51 (for soliton-
like pulse). In conclusion we consider a process of
the multi-photon ionization for atomic system in the
gaussian laser pulse field with frequency ω and DC
electric field with the field strength f. We have car-
ried out the calculation of the two-photon Γ

2
 and

three-photon Γ
3
 ionization probability for the proc-

ess: Na-+nω→ Na+e- by circularly-polarized light
(magnetic field here is not taken into account). In
fig. 3 we present a dependence of the value Γ

2
/Γ

3

upon the parameter Z
0
=2ω/(2f2/3): 1-is corresponding

to curve for f=107V/cm; 2- f=5⋅107V/cm.; a- the re-
sults of the analytical approach [21,22]; b- our results.
The detailed analysis shows that our results are more
exact in comparison with data [21], obtained within
simplified analytical model [19-22]. From the physi-
cal point of view, we have here an example of the non-
monotonous dependence for number of the absorbed
photons upon parameters of the external laser and DC
electric field. It is important to note that this depend-
ence can be also considered as test for sensing a struc-
ture of the stochastic, multi-mode laser pulse field and
photon-correlation features of atomic systems in a
stochastic laser field and DC electric field.

Fig.3. The dependence of the value Γ
2
/Γ

3
 upon the pa-

rameter Z
0
=2ω/(2f2/3) (see text)
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